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Zatímco většina Američanů seděla večer 8. listopadu přilepená k

televizorům a elektronickým zařízením, v ústředí Federálního

rezervního systému ve Washingtonu DC se odehrála zuřivá

přestřelka mezi americkými mariňáky oddanými obnovení pořádku v
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Republice a federálními agenty loajálními zločinnému Bidenovu

režimu, s mariňáky, kteří utrpěli zdrcující porážku, mohou nyní Real

Raw News informovat.

Přestože RRN nemá radost z upozorňování na ztráty White Hat,

máme povinnost je hlásit, stejně jako děláme jejich triumfy.

Ráno 8. listopadu generál David H. Berger zapálil zelenou operaci k

převzetí kontroly nad Federální rezervní bankou poté, co se dozvěděl,

že zločinecký Bidenův režim posiluje bezpečnost budovy 10' vysokou

obvodovou zdí, aby zabránil vnějšímu světu. od zjištění, že zločinci

uvnitř razili miliardy a miliardy dolarů – nekrytou měnu nekrytou

zlatem –, které se měly dostat do rukou ukrajinského prezidenta

Volodymyra Zelenského.

Zdroje z kanceláře generála Bergera řekly RRN, že generál mluvil jak

s prezidentem Trumpem, tak s Trumpovými poradci, než se odhodlal

k náletu. Dodal, že shoda panovala v tom, že Fed bude tmavý a

většinou prázdný, protože je den voleb, přičemž šestipatrovou

ocelovou trámovou konstrukci bude střežit pouze malý kontingent

pokladních agentů.

Generál Berger, dodaly zdroje, ručně vybral dvě čety Marine Scout-

Sniper složené z 24 mužů, aby splnily misi, jejíž cíle zahrnovaly

sledování budovy, eliminaci nebo potlačení opozice a zničení

ryteckých a tiskařských strojů. Mariňáci dorazili k Fedu asi v 1:00 a

využili mezeru ve zdi, která byla stále ve výstavbě. Zatímco

odstřelovači zajišťovali dohled, ostatní mariňáci se pokradmu

přiblížili k předním dveřím – pak se rozpoutalo peklo.

Dveře se rozlétly a agenti pokladny vybavení NVG a vyzbrojení

automatickými puškami vypustili na mariňáky falangu kulek, zasáhli

a zabili čtyři mariňáky, když se pokusili vyrazit dveřmi. Odstřelovači

námořní pěchoty palbu opětovali a sestřelili tři agenty státní

pokladny, zatímco mariňáci na nádvoří se vrhli do úkrytu a stříleli do

dveří ze svých vlastních pušek M27. Tři další mariňáci byli sraženi,
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když se přesunuli ke dveřím, a pak se v oknech horního patra objevili

odstřelovači IRS, kteří stříleli v hlavním směru odstřelovacích

jednotek námořní pěchoty. Jeden odstřelovač IRS střelil do hlavy a

byl poražen, ale mariňáci si rychle uvědomili, že jsou přemoženi a

přemoženi, když exteriér osvětlily reflektory a ozval se hlas:

„Vstoupili jste do pasti a jste kryti z vyvýšené pozice. Odhoďte zbraně

a vzdejte se.

The Marines began a tactical retreat, laying down suppressive fire as

they withdrew two-by-two through the gap in the wall from whence

they came. The Marine snipers plunked at the windows and doorway

while the men on the ground evaded a hailstorm of gunfire. Another

Marine was wounded during the egress, and the remaining Marines

escaped unharmed.

“This was a loss,” a source in Gen. Berger’s office later told Real Raw

News. “They obviously knew we were coming; we don’t know how.

That place is printing money hand over fist and sending it overseas.

We meant to stop it. Matters are worse now, but we’ll find a way.”

Free Speech and Alternative Media are under attack by the

Deep State. Real Raw News needs reader support to survive

and thrive. In 2023 we aim to publish three books and hire

on-air talent for a video channel. Your help can help make

these goals a reality.

Please do not give your hard-earned money to sites or channels that

copy/paste our intellectual property. We spend countless hours

vetting, researching, and writing. Thank you. Every dollar helps.

(Visited 53,117 times, 2,303 visits today)
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There are obviously one or more traitors in the White Hat

movement. First the Osprey incident, and now this. The mole needs

to be found…

Yeah, “Trust the Plan” ! Oh, wait a minute could all of this be a

psychology CIA plan! That’s for the Satanic Deepstate One World

Government Plan ! Obviously, everyone should know by now! Satan,

is the author of lies an his worshippers are all about lies an

deception! So, what have we actually seen an know is true! Ever

since, we’ve been told to Trust the Plan ! What’s Real or not ! I know

it’s kinda rubbing some people Raw ! But, that’s the cold hard facts

an News worthy! Sometimes the Truth is a hard pill to take! Think

about it ! Then wake up because Jesus Christ ,Our, Lord and Savior is

our only True Hope that we have!

This popcorn is old, tasteless, an making me sick ! Worse Horror

movie, I’ve ever watched! Hopefully, it doesn’t keep playing !

Because, the nightmare after would be to much for me ! God help us,

because Satan won’t !

Will this BS ever end? Like riding a rollercoaster. Stomach in knots.

And they say it is going to get worse

Revelation ,says it will get a lot worse! An until someone can show

me anything differently ! Then ,that’s what I will believe also!

Another thing we know is the One World Government agenda !

Makes it clear on their beliefs for depopulation an control at any cost

! Over 90% of the world’s population most die for their strick control!

In reality Satan doesn’t want anything that God, Our Heavenly

Father created! So, Satan won’t be happy till everyone an everything

is destroyed from the creator of creation! Satan is the author of lies,

an comes to kill , steal, and destroy ! Meanwhile, we know Our,

Heavenly Father is the author of Truth ! For ,that reason we can trust

him in everything ! And have peace about it all ! Because, we know

Our, God got this ! One way or the other we will be okay ! That’s if we

forgive others an ask forgiveness for all our sins through his son
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Jesus Christ ,Our Lord and Savior! ( John 3:16 !) Heaven or Hell,

Our free choice! Choose wisely, eternity awaits us all ! Best way to

have peace an it doesn’t cost anything! That’s because Jesus Christ

already paid the price on the cross for all who believes!

From what i’ve heard, the NWO was already 90% in place, when we

& the white hats & Trump began really fighting back, fighting for our

freedom. I believe we have averted certainly some of that terrible

story, spinning it into a far better future. Yet, we’ve a lot of

heartbreak ahead unless there are real answers & solutions & soon. I

continue to pray & believe.

Well go support biden , I am not giving up because of a ruff patch.

MAGA WWG1WGA

How about dropping something on the building from a drone? Bomb

comes to mind. Or a short range air to ground missile? D.C. is not in

the United States – it is a separate foreign entity and those people in

that building are traitors – deep state, satan worshippers. Go Berger!

Drop the building!

My Companion mother makes 50 bucks an hour on the PC(Personal

PC). She has been out of w0rk for quite some time however last

month her check was 11,500 bucks only w0rking on the PC(Personal

PC) for 9 hours per day.

 
For more detail visit this

article.. https://starbucks2.neocities.org/

Last edited 5 hours ago by barshembar

As I write this, 973 people have viewed this article. If this is a giant

psy-op, it’s not exactly convincing the masses, is it?

Have you ever wondered why no one’s talking about the Bilderburg

Group who plan’s every war, disaster, disease aren’t being arrested !

Or , the CIA who oversees the plan for those un-winnable wars an

disaster ! Who use the Mult-Trillion dollar, worldwide, crime drug

https://starbucks2.neocities.org/
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cartels funding an assassination thugs! To carry out death an

destruction for the Bilderburg Group ,One World Government

Satanic plan ! Yet, you hear nothing about them being eliminated for

those crimes against humanity! Kinda like you don’t hear anything

about Worldwide Tribunal for the Covid ,sterilization ,maming,

death shots ! That they an Doctor, politicians, president, pushed on

their civilians! Thank about it !

Because it’s not a massive psy-op, it’s a small scale scam to trick

dumb qanon believers into sending MB donation money for these

fake stories he makes up

“Trust The Plan” means to focus on yourself and develop a healthy

spiritual relationship with nature. It doesn’t mean to sit back with

blind expectations and do nothing.

I COUNTED 7 DEAD MARINES BY SCUM INSIDE OUR OWN FKN

GOVERNMENT. HANG ALL THESE MTHR FKN TRAITORS!!!

PROBABLY ALL CIA & TREASURY TURNCOATS. AND THEIR

EXCUSE IS “I DON’T LIKE TRUMP”???? WTF? THESE BASTERDS

MUST ALSO BE SATAN WORSHIPPERS. & PEE-DO-FILES!

On the brighter side,

 
the privately owned Federal Reserve Bank System

 
is now controlled by the US Government.

 
It is no longer part of the Bank of England.

So, the Federal Reserve can be AUDITED

 
for the first time in history,

 
and all of the traitors EXPOSED.

They know it, and are acting like maniacs

 
to avoid justice.

They will fail.

 
Big time.
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All the wars and catastrophes since 1913

are their fault, and the whole world will see

 
what they have done.

No place to hide.

Just one thing, Ed: The Federal Reserve and the IRS are not part of

our government. They are part of a foreign entity.

Sure did. There’s been a lot of that here lately. Filthy traitors. They

will swing from a rope. Please Lord destroy the enemy and heal this

land called America. Physically and spiritually. Thank you. In Jesus

name I pray amen.

“WWG1WGA”, maybe it’s just me! But, it’s starting to sound more

and more ,like the “ONE WORLD GOVERNMENT”! Kinda, makes

me wonder about “TRUST THE PLAN ” and who or whom is actually

behind it! People better be praying like their eternity is behind it!

Instead of going through life like tomorrow guaranteed for them ! (

John 3:16, Lord’s Prayer, 10 commandments, revelations, everyone

needs to spend more time in God’s word and Less time, in the

world!) Read and Pray, about everything ! Then try being thankful

for what you do have ! Instead of what you don’t have !

Oh, no, no, no! I’m also thankful for some things I DON’T have, like

herpes, AIDS, etc…

I tried to post all the Q post where they claimed they were in control,

but I don’t think it will be posted. It is awaiting approval … yeah

right. I showed at least 8 drops where they claimed they were in

control. Apparently they are not in control at all.

I thought you laughed that off the other day. Sad to think that anyone

would support this criminal regime and be happy over the deaths of

our Marines. You J Bill are NOT a true American, you are a traitor.
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Air force , Navy, Space force, apparently as reported on this site have

pledge allegiance to the fake Biden Deep State Satanic Club !

(Enemies within!)(A House decided will fall !)

Just curious, How’s the Bilderburg Group doing now days! My guess

,very wealthy being they make money on every war ,disaster, disease,

vaccines every created ! Being, they plan everything bad to

depopulate the world for their One World Government control!

There’s a reason why they don’t use the best technology to win wars !

That’s because they start them an never want to end them ! Now, I

know why the WWG1WGA , “Trust the Plan” that was supposedly in

the making for years is reported as failing! Because, someone never

wanted it to win in the first place! That explains why the military has

defection within their ranks ! Think about it! Something ,has been

wrong with this David an Goliath story! With the Marines against

everyone! When was the rest of the World military supposed to be

part of this whole plan to destroy evil ! I’m not saying David can’t

destroy Goliath, it just takes the right stone in the right hands ! Like

Jesus Christ, Our Lord and Savior! Sometimes, if you appear weak

then you are at your strongest!Hopefully, that’s the case here!

Because, it’s not looking that way from what is being reported here !

God Help us, because Satan won’t! Oh, by the way we know the

bilderburg group met in Washington DC last! Does anyone know

who attended an what hotel they stayed in ! I wonder who owns

those hotels ? An what the charge them for staying in them !

Research and Question, everything!

IF U BELIEVE THAT TO BE TRUE U R A FKN IDIOT….EVER

HEAR OF SUN TZU??? AND THOSE GENERALS GOING OVER TO

THE OTHER SIDE??? PLEEAASSEEE!!!!!IF THATS NOT A WHITE

HAT MOVE THAN NOTHING IS!!! WE R WATCHING A MOVIE

FOLKS BUT I SURE AS HELL HOPE THAT 7 MARINES DID NOT

DIE.AS FOR THE TREASURY AGENTS…. FK THEM!!!

Marines die so that they can introduce our enemies to their maker.

 
That’s what they sign on for.
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THAT WOULD HAVE BEEN A PERFECT RESPONSE——- BLOW

THEIR DFOORS IN & DESTROY THE ENTIRE BUILDING!!!! IT’S

THE CABAL’S $$$$MAKER MACHINE. IF THEY HURRIED UP

WITH THIS FKN NESARA CRAP THE $$$$ WOULD BE

WORTHLESS ANYWAY!!!

God KNOWS! God SHOWS! Ask him for help! Humble yourselves

before God, REPENT and turn from your evil ways and God will heal

our land! For those who REFUSE to repent, God has the option of

removing them and I think it may well come to that.

And I’m sure they call on Him for help when fighting and defeating

and apprehending these traitors. God hates traitors even more than

we do, so He will answer His sons’ and daughters’ calls for help in the

fight. He did it for Israel, He will do it for us.

Last edited 9 hours ago by Xena

God , I hope one day that the Bilderburg Group , CIA, FBI, and

Multi- Trillion dollar, Worldwide Criminial ,Drug Cartels ! Will be

eliminated or held accountable for their crimes! Along with the

Doctors, Politicians, Presidents, Judges ,! Who pushed the Covid

sterilization, maming, death , depopulation shots ! Nuremberg trials,

for worldwide crimes against humanity is way past over do !

So what is your “White man’s god” going to do? Is he going to make a

show in his hippy garb and throw a pickup over a fence as a show of

force? What a illusion…..

 
g

well its been thousands of years and nothing. a reasonable and

rational person might say a god any of color isnt going to do shit.

More like “all the moles will eventually need to be found”. There isn’t

ONE mole. There’s a lot of them.
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YES , and then that money gets laundered thru FTX Crypto Currency

, then sent back to Democrats and establishment controlled

Republicans in the US were they subvert the US elections and

election process as reported in the TGP. YES this election was once

again FRAUDULENT , RIGGED AND RIPPED -OFF. And now you

have the information that the Federal Reserve is NOW PRINTING

US DOLLARS , to bolster their fiat currency scam and CRIMINAL

EMPIRE. ONLY the US TREASURY HAS THE POWER AND

AUTHORITY TO PRINT US CURRENCY. And again these lowlifes,

Deep State, establishment controlled politicians Dems and Reps are

subverting and destroying the UNITED STATES of AMERICA THE

REPUBLIC and the AMERICAN PEOPLE. THIS WILL NOT STAND,

WE ARE AT WAR, LETS GET IT ON! BANG THE GONG, TIME TO

FIGHT, THERE WILL BE VIOLENCE , COUNT ON IT! This story is

letting YOU ALL KNOW THE REALITY. PICK A SIDE , THERE IS

NO FENCE TO SQUAT ON. THOSE COMMITTING TREASON

WILL BE ENDED , PERIOD.

Yes and if you know history about The Nazis or KGB that IS exactly

what they are!

YOU should have all known when the bill was passed by the

CRIMINALS in the US Congress to hire 87,000 ARMED IRS agents,

what this was all about, FUCKING WAR , MORONS! WAKE THE

FUCK UP! WAKE UP! ENOUGH WAFFLING! WTF!

Do you think half of those “agents” would even know how to use a

firearm?

Last edited 8 hours ago by jimbo

They should schedule a nice all-hands meeting for them at a secret

location to give them their new assignment. Then MOAB the fucks.

There are no innocents in there they are all traitors and demons and

must be destroyed with extreme prjudice! Until we stop the FED

there will be no peace! They have fomented every war since 1914!
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Space Force, Air Force , Navy , has apparently pledge allegiance to

the fake Biden Satan worshipping deep state ! As reported on this

site ! So, Jesus Christ, Our Lord and Savior is the only true hope we

have!

And while they’re at it go grab the Biden regime and stand them in

front of the building when you bomb. One and done!!

“They obviously knew we were coming.”

Yep, no question about this. And its stunning as to how out of control

and brazen these criminals are. Apparently, they are desperate for

funds for some reason. Everything has been corrupted because of

them. So many tens of millions have died in recent history because of

them. They wanted to kill off something like 90% of humanity, and

could still easily do it (if allowed to) via the illicit bio-weapons

research they have been funding. Am I alone or are there others that

also feel we are in a surreal psycho world?

That money is being laundered by the Ukrainians and sent back to

the dim party to oppose the MAGA supporters and White Hats.

lmao at them needing money to defeat the drumpers. the satanists

control the voting machines. they can steal 10000 million votes if

needed.

Of course it is surreal. Now all the demented people want “Covid

Amnesty” and want everyone to forgive and forget because they were

too ignorant to do smart research and learn that the media is not a

friend of the truth.

The criminals are out of control and brazen,

 
because their syndicate is falling apart,

 
and they are soon to be dust.

They know it,

 
and panic,

 
like a drowning victim.
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For all the naysayers who think nothing is going on in the

background! So sorry for your losses! I think this has dragged on so

long that they are more prepared now which makes my blood boil. I

still stand behind Trump and the white hat military. You’re now

dealing with a much bigger monster. Hence the guns Biden ordered

for the “IRS.”

Two other very telling remarks, the “DARK WINTER” and the “WE

HAVE THE LARGEST VOTER FRAUD ORGANIZATION IN THE

COUNTRY”S HISTORY”… I think it is NOW “RODS OF GOD” time…

These people have to tell us before they do anything and we weren’t

A WAKE to do anything about it…

And all the chemtrails they’re spraying world wide is killing the

creatures on earth as they lie and say it’s climate change.

Climate change is a FARCE. AL Gore was the first to make over a

million dollars in “instructing” people that it is real. Too many yoyo’s

fell for the LIES and this includes “Miss Smarty Pants” who

screamed at everyone at the UN. She should have been in school

instead of trying to be a dad-gummed leader. The sight of her chaps

me where the Sun does not shine.

Try not to be too mad, she is retarded and very Low IQ and she is

being used by her fk-up parents.

Time to start blowing them away….now the IRS is an army…..the

White hats waited too long. How can they say we won? More like we

fucked up. Should have taken our chance back in 2021 with taking

Biden out and risking the two dirty nukes in the USA…is is going to

be much harder now to get rid of them

IRS works for the FED and not US Treasury look it up in Title 31

USC, agencies of treasury, not listed. See the Diversified Metals case

too.
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Which proves the point that we all know that the IRS has this militia.

The average citizen questioned why agent would need it. This article

shows us why. This is “a war unlike any other”.

What else is going on?

The privately owned Federal Reserve Bank is now

 
taken over by the US Government.

 
No longer a private bank.

So, it can be AUDITED for the first time,

 
and all the evidence gathered who the TRAITORS

 
are. What joy.

It is a treasure trove of skullduggery.

Unless there is a DUMB underneath with children. Better to re

analyze next move. And they still have to get the Marines out that

were killed.

Thanks for the update. The deep state are really desperate.

 
This has to be the end. Next gunfight it will be 20:1 benefit to

marines.

We know just how desperate when we see the Alec Baldwin story

going in circles again on the blame game.

You nailed it.

This event was a sniper scout squad,

 
scoping out the terrain.

Just the beginning . . .

Are they though? Sure sounds like MB has decided the White Hats

are losing now

““This was a loss,” a source in Gen. Berger’s office later told Real Raw

News. “They obviously knew we were coming; we don’t know how.

That place is printing money hand over fist and sending it overseas.
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We meant to stop it. Matters are worse now, but we’ll find a way.””

There is a mole or a traitor in the Marine ranks. GET THEM, WHITE

HATS, DON’T QUIT!!

Thank you Michael,please keep up posted.

Go visit that building and if you see any damages to the concrete

barrier or the door just like explained here. Then you know the story

was true.. of if you have any friends that live in DC… ask them if they

heard loud guns fight at night..

Sounds to me like a couple of Hellfire missiles might be in order.

This is really sad news. Send in the Warthogs.

Two waves with guns and rockets blazing! Turn the place into a scrap

heap and buzzard food!

The marines should have brought grenades and blown up the whole

dirty operation! What do I know…I’m just mad as hell. God speed on

the recovery of the wounded and deepest sympathy prayers for the

lost. We cannot give up now, more than ever.

Anything you say. If this really happened which we doubt. the

Marines should have called in air support with helicopter gunships to

take out every window and the criminals behind them. They should

have been prepared to storm the building like a Taliban fortress in

Afghanistan. The other side is itching for war, give it to them. Instead

you have so called White Hats leaders that sacrificed a bunch of good

marines for nothing due to a half ass poorly planned operation.

That’s if any of this true?

You’re always on here, chiming in with doubt no matter what the

article is. DF troll turd.

Purge the ranks General Berger. You got lots of plants hanging

around, ones that talk. God Bless the fallen Marines for their

sacrifice. I will pray for them and their families.
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WE don’t know who is in the loop on these operations. This may very

well be a communications exploit that is compromising these

operations and not a member of the WH team , you all need to

consider this.

Time to go full overt on all fronts. use the emergency broadcast

system with the Supreme Court confirming the fraud, announce the

criminals on an APB while having already initiated a roundup of all

deep staters. Blitzkrieg now!

I agree but we do have Rats in the Supreme court too some are not

trustworthy as we have too many RINOs who could have put a stop

to the steal of 2020 and they chose to ignore it.

You go that right. Sen. Graham, President Trump #1 traitor, was the

most vocal in the Senate on J6 after the Capitol siege when the

special forces seized everyone’s laptops with damning treasionous

information on them, when he said, “Enough’s enough” and when he

thinly veiled a threat to Pence to “do the right thing, ” “do the

constitutional thing,” to the effect of “people are dying for us to get

this right,” because Pence’s son flies F-35s and his son-in-kaw flies F-

18s. If that’s not a threat, then I’m Mrs. Osbourne.

As for Pence he was always a traitor. A few years ago he was at some

globalist meeting agreeing with these elites scumbags talking about

Climate Change. That was enough for me to realize this POS was no

good.

I did my best to give him the benefit of the doubt when he said he

was a Christian and I wanted to believe he was a real Patriot but my

gut feelings kept saying do not trust him.

Hopefully after the EBS is announced then you’ll have 3/4 of the

country to help the Marines! Especially those who lost loved ones in

9/11 and the scamdemic!! I’m sure there’s some retired military and

militia up for it!! It’s more of us than them.
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You just may be right. What if — and this is a big IF_ that people who

claim to be on the side of patriots but never give credit to President

Trump for all his work in saving the children, said to everyone, “Do

not take action, do not join in the fight”? Just putting it out there.

Lol what EBS? MB said it would happen after the midterms yet here

we are. And Trump is about to announce his 2024 run tomorrow

No, no its not about EBS its about adding a few more dollars to your

EBT Card, relax and calm down you will get it soon at least 5 more

dollars, whoopie!

Trust me…if Trump announces ANYTHING about running in 2024

and 2020 hasn’t been dealt with, there will be blood amongst his

base – THAT’S FOR SURE!!! Half of his base will be gone! The

games must end!!!!

there is no ebs. no one is coming to save you. the last 6 years have

showed that 100 percent.

Tomorrow’s announcement probably will be that the country is now

under martial law because of the stolen AGAIN election. If not,

Trump won’t have a chance in china to come back and win his base.

We wait with bated breath.

Wow! The first big loss I have heard about. I’m sure they won’t make

that mistake twice. Is this Civil War? It sure seems like it. Serious

stuff.

no.. its not even war. If a war was taking place the citizens of this

planet would be told so they can defend themselves.If not your white

hats are no better than the satanists.

when have they ever won? besides murdering poor brown people for

the jews?

Don’t worry, those people breed faster than maggots in manure so

you won’t make a dent.
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Time for the white hats to educate yourselves in the vices of those

who have been practicing dark magic for thousands of years. I get it

that many either don’t believe or want to keep their minds focused

on what’s in front of them, and steer clear of anything spiritual

related. So to those who do know full well, PRAY. The darkness is

NOT more powerful and has weaknesses that are just waiting for the

righteous and the upright to exploit. The only valid rule now is to

WIN. I would also hope that the WH’s would eliminate all rf and elf

weapons systems, they have the capability also to listen to

conversations.

YES , EXACTLY, THERE IS AN EXPLOIT IN THE White Hats

,Alliance communications network/s, and ELF , ELF weapons and

technology have these capabilities to capture electronic signals in

numerous ways. This may very well be the PROBLEM and possibly

not due to a HUMINT compromise.

we had a chance on jan 6th. drump told his supporters to remain

peaceful. that went well. smart call drump.

Makes sense that you’d want to see the Marines fail at this and allow

the Fed Reserve to continue printing money, as some of that will

likely end up in your troll turd bank account, DF.

has nothing to do with the marines. its very sad they lost and some

died. nothing led by the weak coward vax daddy drump will ever win

anything. you cant beat an enemy you are deathly scared of. drump is

certainly deathly afraid of the satanists. why else did he become the

vax pimp?

No asshole not as you said, a inside rat told these criminals that the

Marines were coming. I suggest you take your head out of your Ass.

Newly recruited IRS are manipulated more easily by the DS bosses

because they don’t know what they don’t know. These henchmen are

simply told to shoot and think they are on the side of good because

its the Fed Res.
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How about sending more marines? maybe some air support, and

armor, try for real instead of this chicken shit secret bull

A definite sign of DS infiltration into the WH army….someone tipped

them off and that someone is still among you, unless it was one of the

recent turncoats????? Very sad for the losses.

DeSantis.. with everything going on in Florida why did he take a trip

to Gitmo to see his old buddies he once worked with?

It is always darkest before the sunrise as they say. First a story on

white hat morale and defections and now one on a defeat. As Sun Tzu

stated. “Let your enemies feel they are in control and winning.” or

something like that. There is a psyop in place and a game of cat and

mouse. I feel tomorrows announcement is not going to be an

announcement of a run for president. How can he yell about election

integrity and then state I am going to get in for that same election

process again? Only days after seeing another election be stolen. It

does not make sense. Hence the reason we should all understand we

are now close to stuff breaking.

I heard his speech will be the most important one ever in US history!

(Just what I’ve heard)

I think your right. Trump will not announce a ’24 bid tomorrow. This

could be hammer time. Announcing the PEAD. Presidential

emergency a

If DJT is the US President, as I do believe this is the reality, he WILL

have to inform the AMERICAN PEOPLE, so Tuesday will possibly be

the reveal. DJT has to start executing his POWER AS PRESIDENT of

the UNITED STATES of AMERICA , THE REPUBLIC, he can no

longer operate in the shadows.

Why have a fight if the Fed is broke and is out of business as we have

been told. We are back on the gold standard. Something fishy about

this story.
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I think these stories are meant to discourage patriots ahead of what

Trump has to say?! I trust he will bring something substantive to

light and no more whining about election fraud! We all know it’s

happening! Let’s get down to brass tacks!

Exactly why this story seems fishy to me. Has the MSM reported it or

shown film. This would be right up their alley.

With the Federal Reserve printing US DOLLARS and CURRENCY

they are essentially , COUNTERFEITERS at this point , PRINTING

UNAUTHORIZED US CURRENCY and UNDERMINING the

UNITED STATES TREASURY and THE US GOVERNMENT, BUT

WHICH GOVERNMENT? THE CORPORATION or THE

REPUBLIC?

ARE YOU getting an idea of HOW SERIOUS THIS IS? I am not

referring to the lost of those US Marines lives, that is ABSOLUTELY

SERIOUS, and MUST BE AVENGED.

I didn’t know that currency is actually printed at the Federal Reserve

Bldg. Seems like pretty lax security. Need to verify this. Sounds fishy.

Totally.

his name is the vax daddy. the cowardly vax pimp. 6 years and hes

still scared to call the satanists out by name. what a weak cuck.

Heres a way. Fire a missile into the building. No ground troops

needed. This should have happened as a backup plan in case of

resistance.

Sickening really! God Always Wins and don’t think for one moment

he doesn’t! Idk what kind of bull shit lies but for me I need more

proof!

 
Just call me Thomas!

The fact that they knew the Marines were coming and were 20 to

1,tells me there is a inside rat.
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increase in metered electrical service; infra red heat imaging, Stinger

or Javelin shoulder fired missiles to breach the building especially

the air intakes; enter through subfloor areaways or sidewalk hatches;

monitor traffic and food deliveries, etc, etc. Mr. Baxter, PLEASE let

me help you plot the next one out.

Drop a rod of god on it ? Sending prayers too too the military that

lost their lives and wounded God bless you all Amen.

I don’t give a shit if they print a zillion dollars!!!!! Just make dam

good and sure they have NO WAY of getting it out!!!! God Bless the

lost and fallen!!!

I’m sure the Federal Reserve has underground tunnels that run for

miles. I’m guessing one that leads directly to the airport. Find it and

cut them off!!

So the white hats might not win. They can’t get unified. If they decide

to do nothing again now that the midterms were stolen, what

happens? If Trump signed the Insurrection Act and the military is in

control, are they just going to hand control “back” to the bad guys

because they don’t have enough buy in to do anything?

 
Think this through people. What is the end game? The military is

supposedly in control but can’t control anything. Do they keep

control? Do they just surrender control? We were promised that if

the midterms were stolen we’d get the long awaited EBS broadcast

and there would be “sweeping arrests” Bullshit. This has been a

psyop all along.

kdo f jsme my? 99,9 procenta USA netuší, že se to vůbec děje. kdo

konkrétně bude bojovat?

 

 


